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AtISTRACT

ea

There is current concern about the quality of Navy trainin4. This is best ex emplified by
the current debate over the adequacy of "self-pacine in Navy training courses. Navy training

programs suffer front a variety of problems, and these contribute to uncertainty about how to

manage various training situations. All of these problems and uncertainties interact. To
blame declines in the quality of Navy training on any single factor, such as 'seLf7pacing,"

would be an oversimplification. This paper illuminates some 'perceptions' rurrounding self-

, pacing inNavy training, explores some "realities' of Navy training, and presents a recommen-

' elation about how best to proceed. The paper concludes that:

1. Self-pacing is misunderstood..

2. Self-pacing is not the only factor responsible for perceived declines in, the quality
of Navy training, and may not be binvorVed at all.

3. Navy training courses have more serious problems than their method of delivery..

4. Traditional delivery methods will not guarantee instructional quality.

- 5. All forms of delivery,including self-pacing, have advantages and disadvantages that
involve complicated trade-offs.

4. There are no simple solutions to the problems of Navy training.

Recent guidknce, froth the Chief of Naval Education and Training, concerning how to
proceed is well conceived. Any attempt to -`feet major changes in existing instructional' sys-

tems without the controlled test 'and, evaluation called for by CNET would be both reckless

and costly, SpeciEcally, clanging a ',Ourse from lock step to self-paced or from klf-paced to

lock step without sufficient evidence that the quality of the instruction will improve and/or

significant cost savings will occur would be counter to CNET's reasoned guidance.
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ExEcutryt SUMMARY

There is currdnt concern- abotit the quality of, Navy training. Thisjs best exemplified by

thecurrent debate over the adequacy of "self-pacing' in Navy training courses. Navy training

programs suffer from a variety of problems, and these contribute to uncertainty about how to

manage various training situations. AU of these problems and uncertainties interact. To

blime declines 'in the quality of Navy 'training on pay single factor, such as "self-pacing,"

would be an oversimplification: This paper explores the following "perceptions" and "realities"

surrounding self-pacing in Navy training.

PERCEPTION: Self-pacing is an.,optimal method for delivering instruction, and should be

used as widely as possible in Navy training.
.

REALITY: s When a careful requirements analysis has incli,Cated that self-pacing is

apprcrpriate fbr meeting, a particular training need, then 4elf-pacing should be
recommended. The ale is true for any other method of delivery, in
traditional "lockstep" instruction:. The trade -offs are complex;
involve achieving cost avoidances or 'Management or schedulin

the cost of some unknown effect On student learning.'

PERCEPTION:Individual0ed Instruction is the same, thing as self-paced instruction.

REALITY: .

y often,
ficiencici at

s

Self:pacing is only One :form of individualization, and may not always be the

best method. Instfuction may be given, on an individual basis, but be paci'd

by an instructor ni a computer.. Even in ",group-paced" classrooms, instruction

might be given it. 'different ways to different students,. .
%

PERCEPTION: In self-paced courses students manipulate the system to stay in school longer.

REALITY: This may be true foi a fel studenti, howeer, all the research studies that
have compared lockstep and self-paced instruction have shown that students

,generally complete self-paced courses 15% to 20% faster than they do compar-

able lockstep courses (Orlansky & String, 1979).

PERCEPTION: elf-paced instruction is of poor quality.

REALITY: Research has shown that when individualized courses-are compared with trad-

itional "lock -step" courses, t ley save considerable time 'with students achieving

the same or slightly better school performance. For example, in comparisons

done in 48 military training courses, achievement in individualized courses

was equal, to that of convention fl courses in 32 cases, superior in 15 cases, and'

slightly poorer in only one case (Orlansky. & String, 197a).

The 'general rule, is that when selflAcg is used td deliver poor training
materials,or when self-paCing is implemented ,poorly, then poor training

results. The same is tUeof any other method of delivery.
.60

PERCEPTION: Self-pacing is responsible for the poor quality of graduates from such courses,

as Propulsion Engineering, Radioman "A", Basic Electricity /Electronics

(BET)
REALITY: Self-pacing has been blamed for the poor quality of several Navy training

courses. In nearly all of these, the real culprit is notself-pacing, but some

other combination of factors such as poor training materials,' sloppy. imple-

mentation of the training program, or failure to prepare instructors to manage

student learning. It is unliloly that changing only the method of delivery of

any current course will result in significant improvement.

3
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PERCEPTION: Self:pacing eliqinates the.neecd for instructors.
. A

REALITY: One may find example,t of very bright and 'highly rnotivatecniary stud*nts
performing well'w1thout an ifistrudtor,.but thEs is certainly not a generalizable

rule. Instructors should play an important- role in "seifipaced" instruction,
and "actually .should pace it themselves. .. .

.
PERCEPTION: Graduatii of sclf'paced courses don't know "theory."

REALITY: Graduates of most Navy courses, not just self-paced ones, don't know theory.
The reason is not that some courses are self-paced, bul instead, that The
courses -themselves 'rib not 'teach .the theory. The reasons for this state of
'affairs have nothing to do with self-pacing.

PERCEPTION: ISD always 'result's in a sell -paced course.

'REALITY: Self-pacing is not required in ISD. .11,c ISI) process is a means for defining
training goals, deciding upon the best R1C4113 of achieving them within
resource constraints, and providing evaluation of the program. Any method
of presentation (traditional, individuatiied, self-piced, or computer-managed)
can be chosen.

PERCEPTION; Traditional lockstep instructional delivery results in better learning-and per-
. .

forrnance.

REALITY: Traditional delivery is no guarantee of instruction4 quality or training

efficiency.
.

PERCEPTION: A poor-quality self-paced ctiurie.can be resurrected simply by converting it. to

lockstea" delivery. . ,
REALITY: Because (a) problems with self-paced Navy courses. are due to other factors

than self - pacing per se, and (b) traditional' delivery does mat always.result in
quality, wholesale conversion of -se4-paced ,co'urses to traditional delivery. is

. not likely . to improve those courses. If no Curaculum revisions are made,
theii conversion will Ller.z.t probably retult.in a further decrement in quality
while the courses are perturbed:

Conclusions ,, 4

1. Self-pacing is misunderstood.

2. Self-pacing is not the only fact9r4espdhsible for perceived declines in the quality

of Navy training, and may not be involved at all.

3. Navy 'training courses have more serious problems than their-method of delivery.

4. Traditional.delivery methods will not guarantee instructionat.quality.

5:. All forms of delivery, including self-pacing, have advantages and disadvantages that

involve complicated. trade-offs.

6. There are no simple solutions to the problems of. Navy trainink.

Recommendation
Recerit guidance from the Chief of Naval Education and Training,Concerning how to proceed

is well conceived. Any attempt to effect4inajdr changes in existing, instructional systems

without the controlled test and evaluation called for by CNET would be both reckless and

costly; Specifically, changing # cou:se from lock step to self-paced or from self-paced to lock
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step without Sufficient evidence that .he quality of the instruction will improve and/or

significant cost savings will occur would be counter to CNET's reasoned guidance.,
.
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self -Paced Training:
Perceptions and Realities

'7

Introduction
There is current concern about the quality of .Navy training. This is best exemplified by

the current .debate over the adequacy of "self-pacing" in Navy training courses.'

'Navy training programs suffer from an inadequate "stable of experts for trailing pro-

gram design and development, poor 'analysis of_brw to match frn;flina to job% inadegiu

prescriptions for deciding how to train, inadeitiate performance meahurenients, differences in

-student skill's and motivation, systemic problems in delivering training courses, a poor acquisi-

tion mechanism for contractof.developed training courses no yttemat* maintenance system

for curriculum quality, no effective system of quality control for Navy instruction, insufficient

funding tor. careful course design' and delivery, shortages of training equipment', shortages of`

experienced instructors, poor instructor training, and uncertainty about how to manage this
situation., °

'There is a tendency to search' for simplistic solutions, to these problems. Somein the

Navy feel hat if we could only return to the traditional instructor -on-a-podium method of

instruction then *would be well. But .its not that simple. There have been significant

changes in society over the past 20 years which have affected the state of Navy, training.

These include transition to the All-Volunteer Force with changes in the recruiting pool,
changes-in public education With differences in the skills and abilities rectits bring to the

Navy, the "television generation," College-Board test scores; the list goes on and on:

:There jiave been" changes in 'the way theNavy develops, delivers, and manages training. These/.

:changes occur at a time of radical technological change and groWing complexity in the Navy

and society in general.
All of these changes and conditiotis interact. To blame declines. in' the quality of Navy

training on any single factor, such as 'self-pacing," Would be oversimplification. It would

be like blaming our failure in Viet Nam on having the draft instead of the all volunteer force.

Yet, the inability of Navy electronics tellinic'ans to repair radios is being blamed on self-

pacing in the BE/E course even though, the' course content is basically the same as 'it was

before the course was self-paced, and even though several months of additional training are

-given between BEJ,E and fleet assignMent.

The purpose of this paper is to illuminate some of the "perceptions" surrounding self-

pacing in Navy training, to explore some of the "realities" of the current state of Navy train-

ing, and to present a recommendation'about how best:to proceed.

PERtEliTION: Self-pacing is an optimal method tor deliverinIg instruction, and should be
used as widely as possible in Navy triaining.

REALITY:, When ai careful requirements analysis has indicated that self-pacing is.

appropriate for meeting a'particular training need, then self-pacing should be
recdmmended. The same is ttue for any other method of delivery, including

traditional "lockstep" instruction. -4,01

For example, lockstep instruction is very well adapted to recruit' training,

apprentice training (SA4FA, AA), and training for ar or CIC.tearns. In
general, lockstep instruction is appropriate for tralmin involving the develop -

mint of team dr unit skills.
.

.
Self-pacing is not a panacea, and educators have n er claimed that it was.

There are. a variety of problems with self-pacing which sometimes limit its

usefulness and which must he provrly understood before a decision is made

to implement it. These 'problems can include Poor student motivation, poor

student and itistructor opinion, inability of students to manage ;heir study,
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and scheduling complexity.
Edu5Ors generally adVocite some form'ef individualized instruction, but not

necessarily self-pacing. However, individualized" training including self - pacing

can prov.ide several benefits in Navy schools. These benefits include the fol-

lowing: ,

.

1. Individualization can provide a reduction of 15% to 20% 14 time to com-

plete a course (Ortansky'& String, 1979).

, 2. Individualized courses can reduce the idle, time that %curs when students

complete one course in tlAtir az:a nr.c.°; fer the ,-..tniYen-

lug of a following course, because courses .can 'convene.continuously."

3. The continuous convening of an individualized course also provides greater .

]..access to SchoOls. ,,Convening dates of- lock-step cctirtes often ral it times
when students arc unavailable because of ship assignments or otherjob
duties. Seff-paced courses are available whenever a student can be spared.

4. A..serf,study approach appears particularly apptopriate for mainten'ince-
oriented courses, .because these typically require a student" to learn to use and'

interpret technical. manuals and _other job-aids. For these courses, the self-

study is often more job-like than a conventional lecture, and should ,have

gfeater probability of transfer to the actual job situation.

4

.5. Individualized-courses may be more easily tmsferred to remote-site use,

assuming that any necessary laboratory equipment is available.

6:* Individualized courses are in a sense available off-the-shelf. If greater

throughput of a course is required, this Can be accomplished without a,con-

comitant increase in the number of experienced instructors required.

The point of all this is that there is no easy ansiver to the question of whether

or not to self-pace or indivfclualize a course. Thee trade -offs ere complex; They

often involve achieving coit avoidances or management or' 'scheduling;

efficiencies at the cost of, some unknown effect on student !umiak.

PERCEPTION; Individualized Instructibn is the same thing as self-paced instruction.
.

REALITY: . Self-pacing is not always the best method of individualization. Instruction

may be given on an individual basis, but be paced by an instructor, or. a' cont-

. puter. For example, in pilot training, instruction =is often highly

ized. But,' it is nor paced .by the student, but father by an experienced 4'
instructor. Likewise, modern computer-based instructional pr'ograms usually

require the student' to interact heavily with the material to be learned; and

the computer program determines the rate and flow of the instruction. Even

M "group paced classrooms,.instruction might be,given in different ways to

different students.
Research on "learner control of instruction" generally shows that students are

not good at determining what, how, or how fast to study. This ll-ads to the

conclusion that' self-pacing may not be best method of individualization.

Research also tends' to show that more mature learners can handle self-paced

insirtietion better than tiovicek- or fecruits. For this reason, self-pacing is
Ofterf effective in advanced Navy "C" and "F" schools or in. certain Officer

training programs, ever though it may not work in large preparatory or "A"

. schools.

0
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PERCEPTION: In self-paced courses, students "manipulate the system to stay in school

longer.
This mny be- true for a feic students, however, research studies that have cam-

pared lockstep and self-paced instruction have shown that students complete'

self -paced courses 15% to 20% faster than they do comparable lockstep '-

coupes (Orlansky & String, 1979). If students are manipulating the system

they are doing-a poor fob of it.

.PERCEPTION: Self-paced instruction is o&our quality. .

REALITY: Research has shown that when jadividuaNzed courses are with trad-

itional "lock-step" coursesi they save cansiterable time with students achieving

the same or slightly better school 15erforrnance. For example, in 'comparisons

done in 8 military training courses, achievement in individualized courses

was equal to that Of conventional courses in 32 cases, superior in 15 cases, ap.d

slightly poorer in only one case (Orlansky dc String, 779).

Tile general rule- is that when self-pacing is used to deliver poor training
materials,or when selfpacing is implemented poorly, then poor !raining
results. The same is true of-any other method of 'delivery.

PERCEPTION: 'Self-pacing is responsible for the poor'quality of graduates,from such courses

as Propulsion- Engineering, oftadioman "A", Basic Electricity/Electronics

(BE/E)..

REALITY. : Self-pacing has been blamed for the 'poor qu ality of several Navy -training

courses. In nearly all of, these, the real culprit is not selfpaciv, but some
other combination of factors such as poor training materials,' sloppy imple-

mentation of the training program, or failure to prepare instructors to mdnage

student learning. In the next,,few paragraphs, the real situations surrounding

sonic Navy courses are discyssed.

Propulsion Engineering:.

The Propulsion Engineering curriculum is a case in point. The original course

was carefully designed. While it was individualized, it was designed for heavy

instructor managginent, and was in fact managed by instiuctors through mid

1977. During that pet-Lod, student achievement and instructor and siudent

satisfaction with the course were good. Then, in 1977, a decision was made to

shift test scoring and student provAss management to the Ravy's CMI
7;

4Computer-Managed Instruction) system.

At the time of this modification, the Commanding Officer of the ,'PE School

requested NPRDC to conduct an experimental comparison of thet,instructor-

managed and computer-managed versions of the course.. The study ivas begun

in December 1976 and continual through January 1978. -Results of 'the-study

were documented in a Letter Report to the Chief of Naval Technical Train-

ing in September, 1978. -The study showed that (1) training time was longler.

for the .existinflorm of CMI management (2) comprehensive test perfor

. mance was slightly lower for C141 students, and (3) module test performance

was esibusially equivalent for both computer and instructor management:
However, Interviews with CMI instructors and support personnel revealed a

perva.sive dissatisfaction with afl. Instructors felt that they .did not have

enough interaction with individual students under aft, and'therefore were
not aware of students' academic peoblems. They, had more contact undv-

instructor management because they individually scored each student's

module tests. Results also indicated no differenies instructor-student

0.
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.ratios, bul differences in instructors' time allocation. t.

Both version of tte course used the same course materials and tests; the only

difference wan the method of management of .the individualized course.

Thd results indicate,that the advantages of self-pacing Can be obscured by the

method used to manage student progress.

Radioman "A" Schonl:

The Radioman "A" course has been a comedy of errors since it's 'revision

began in . The Navy chose thii course as the first course to use new ISD ,

d ..pmcnt thehcrit. !Infortur.2tt!,,, t! !SP n.IPtho clf thFmv:Ives had
received no careful test for utility or adequacy. the ISb team was staffed.
with people who had little experience either with ISD or with the. Radioman
rate. The Fleet chose not to support the effort with an adequate supply of

subject matter experts. Thy result was a poor course; it would have been
poor regardless of the znethod of delivery.

Some evidence of the lack of quality comes from a recent effort by Stern and

Frederic (1982). They evaluaidd a module of the. Radioman "A" course that

had just been redone using. ISD pdures. The lessons were to train people,
how to verify the correctness of messages typed on a form to be read by an
;optical character reader. Stdents were having problems learning from the
lessons and instructora suggeked that they needed revision. The main consti-
111110t5 of instruction, i.e., objectives; tests and learning materials, were found

to be flawed even after revision according to ISD procedures. Some objectivei
were not related closely to Ike terformance or knowledge required by the ,

* job. Testing' did not always measure' the performance or ;knowledge' as
specified ip the 'objectives. Instruction was often not geared to the objectives

or to the' tests, anil, as a result, was often confusing and otherwise inade-

quate:
.Tile conclusion from this study and o ther analyses of the adequacy of Radio-
man. course materials is that poor instructional design and development is ,
responsible for inadequate student performance, not the course's method of

delivery.
Basic Electricity and Electronics:

4.

The Basic Electricity and Electronic; (BFJE) courke was.tiever designed care-
fully from its inception. Through the, 1950s and 604 Navy electronics training

was both extensive and theory and math intensive. Well ,qualified trainees

were -amply available,. thanks in part to the draft: "A" School electronics

courses, often eight ,months long, challenged the traineet and also prepared,

them for the rigors of the "B"..schools, "B" schools of up to fifteen. months

" were available to qualifies! re-enlistees. These -schools resembled university

engineering programs.
Perhaps it.wat inevitable that two dozen or more schoOls around the country

. independently teaching the same content would generate pressure for consoli-
dation. In the early 1960s, consolidations were carried out, and a common
syllabus, based on Bureau. of Personnel publications, was adopted at each of

the major training centers.)
Two factors which came into play in the 1960s and#70s resulted is major,
changes in Navy electronics training First; the Programmed Instruction'(PI)
movement reached its peak of popularity in the 60s. Evaluation of this
approach if: the Navy was judged desirable, and a contractor (Westinghouse)

was funded by the Bureau of Personnel to convert the basic or introductory

portion of Electricity /Electronics courses into a self-teaching formIt. The
contractor's charter was not to change the syrbstance of the course, but rather

I

9
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v' convert it into a different "delivery system:" With the assistaace of a com-
mittee of E/E instructors from San Diego schools, the,basic lectures of the
BuPers sylla.bui were converted into narrative and PI materials, summaries

.were writt-....n, test i..uis were insertedies progress checks, and module tests,
midterms, and final exams ,were also prepare from eisting -test items, The
projeewas expected to be an experimental 'comparison of three .different
self-study formats,, narrative, programmed instruction, and sound-slide. It
appears that the project fan out of support: only .a few locally produced
sound-slide materials ever;ippeared. The comparative evaluation, .if corn-

y pleted; was not published. Nevereheless,-In 1968, a partially- self-paced
compromise version of several variations of °Instructor-taught basic E/E was

offered: 41. 4 .

Second, in 1967, NPRDC (then NPTRL) aaNCNATECI.ITAAA begin work an

a computer-managed instruction (Cl tI) system.
the

course selected for this
project was the Westinghouse conversion of the basid E /E. course. With

mminor odifications, it.was on-line at NAS Memphis as a CM count in 1973.

Again, however, the patirse was not systematically redesigned.

A major. orgenizatiotralChange also. influenced BE/E training. Following
yocommendattoni of the Cagle Board, control of technical training was moved
from BuPers in 1972, and vested in two nw organizations, CNET. and CNTT,'
with the latter. absorbing the functions of CNAVECHTRA. These nev
Organizatiorg eirkluated the CMI course and concluded that this form' of
training;could be effective.and economical,. A CNTT in-house group (MIISA)'
was crtatecV to improve and expand the CMI software. Basic Fa was consoli-

/ dated in foui schools and Incorporated into ,the CMI systeM. In 1975; the
Westinghouse. version of the San* Diego comprodise of the BuPers version of
Basic E/E, waf.standardized throughout the Navy. Since 1975, while there

. have. been cosmetic changes to tte dourse material, the only substantive
modificatiots have been to increase the CMIlystem's ability to output various

summary reports, .to elithinate some "nice-to-know" material, aryl to add some

mddyles on newer technologies Such as transistors. The 'current self-study
mirerias were recently edited 'to make them more consistent and readable.
Fundamentally, however, BE/E today is the product of niandatedthe reduc-
ttoni, consolidations, and changes in management and delivery, all of which
took place without course redevelopment. .

Aniher'organi2ational change, occurring early in the 1970s, was the caning...7-
tion of the 13" schools. Also during the 70s there. was increased reliance on
specific equipment "C" schools, probably bc,cause of the accelerating acquisi-
tion of many new weapons systems.

4

In summart,, the current Basic FJE course materials on 'Elated with WW IT
electronics training several technological generations go. Today; we have a
reasonable management system (CMI), a questio le delivery system (PI),
and a subject matter which dates` back to 1952 if not earlier, with which to
conduct the initial conceptual training of all the electronics technicians
needed in the 1980s. We have% course originally intended to, provide 8 to 16
months of electronics instruction to very well-qualified students, which is now
delivered to current recruits in atrut 30 days, 'Further, 'current instructors
are graduate; of this training, not the intensive training of a generation ago,
and these instructors receive no special preparation for mauaging,this peculiir
course
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In general, then, there is a curriculum problem, not a self-pacing problem,in

BE/E. No job or task analysis was ever performed; instead, materials on cfic-

tronics were adopted from very old courses There arc known inadequacies

in the cturse, including poor instructional design, and tests which can be
answered without knowing the content, or axivereci correctly on the basis of
incorrect knowledge. Students do not seem to develop a goYod conceptual

understanding of electronics fundamentals in the short time available. It is

likely that repair of this course will require lengthening it, with greater con-

centration on the conceptual foundations of electronics. It is unlikely that
eI0ntin2 only th" methnel of delivery of the current course will result in any

significant improvement.

PERCEPTION: Self-pacing eliminates the-need for instructors.

REALITY: One may -find examples of very bright and highly motivated Vavy students

performing well without an instructor, but this is certainly not *generalizable

rule. Instrqctors, sl.auld play an important role in 'self-paced" instruction;

and actually should pace it themselves. They should closely monitor each
student's progress,. develop 'remedial materials, and give remediation testu-
denthwho are having problems. Unfortunately, one of the problems with
implementing self-pacing in the Navy has bees the ill-defitxtrole of the '
instructors. ',Often instructors in self-pated courses see themselves as little
mord Than paper pushers. A good exainPle of _this is the PE course discussed
earlier-. When the course was Instructor managed, instructor morale was good

and theeinstructors were wry involved with their students. When the con-

puter took over scoring the, tests and providing remediation instructor morale

dropped. The, amount of time they spent interacting with students also
dropped' Ti. could have been avoided by by better defining the instructor's

rote in the,CtI environment.

PERCEPTION: GraduatO,of self-paced courses don't know "theory."

.REALITY: Graduatesof Mosi Navy, courses, not just self-paced ones, don't know theory.

The rea.sonkis not that some courses are self - paged, but instead, that' the

. courses Oefiselves do not teach the theory. NPRDC is currently engaged inP
analyzing the curricula for,.a variety of ?ivy courses to determine how often

various types of learning requirements occur. For each course, each indivi-

dual learning objective is being categorized according to the type of informa-

tion it requires the student, to learn. The 'findings so far are as follows: A
total. of 9,208 objectives in 98 different courses (21 'A' and 77 'C' or 'F.
schools) have been examined. (Only a few of these courses are self-paced.)

These .objectives are taught to an annual throughput of almost 63,000 stu-

dents. , Of these 9,208 objectives, only 584 or 6.3% require knowledge of

theory. Tilt rest require knowledge of equipment terminology, parts names,
controls, etc., or knowledge or performance of procedural actions'such as cal-

_ __ culations, equipment start-up or shut-down, or preventiVe maintenance.

/the reasons for this state of affairs are not simple; and have nothing to do

with self-pacing. Instead, they have to do with shortfalls iri.funding for train-

, log, requirements to eliminate "nice-to-know" information, and the inability

1 of typical Navy or contractor instructional developers to analyze training

requirements to identify needect, theory.

11
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PERCEPTION: ISD always esults ineiself-pacea course. 3

*4,

REALITY: Sclf-pacing ts.nok r
/equired in ISD. ISD evolved not as a specific method of

teaching, but la way to determine what trainees really need to.know and to
insure that ey learn it. With reference to training, ISD has two major goals:

to. make aining (1) job-relevant (meaning it would ultimately prepare the
trainee for his or her function(s) in Navy' readiness), and (2) cost-effective
and effidient (meaning it would use the most efficidnt training methods to io
the training). With regard to the management of the developMent of instruc-
tiona4 programs, LSD has the goal of making the process more efficient and
less hnnliazard and providing a basis for controlling and evaluating changes.

It is important to understand these training and management goals because
people have often confused ISD with particular teaching techniques. The ISD
process is a means for defining training goals, deciding upon the best means of
achieving them within resource constraints, and providing evaluation of the
program. In theory, any method of presentation (traditional, individualizedsc.
self-paced, or computer-managed) could be chosen, depending upon its fedi-

In practice, the preferred method is often some form of individualiza-.
tion, because it has been shown to be more efficient since it takes advantage,
of the fact alit people lea.n at different rates (Branson, Rayner, Cox, Fur-
man, King, & Harnum, .1975). There are a number of question: which
research can help answerabout how to implement various types of individu-
alized instruction and whether they are effective for all,trainees.

-PERCEPTION:

REALITY:

Traditional lockstep instructional delivery results in better learning and per-
formance.
Even with the advent of ISD developing' and deliVering tastructional programs
depend very heavily on, the expertise of the people doing the developthent.
and delivery. Instructional design is still to some degree an intuitive process.
Self-paced instruction which is carefully developed solves this problem in'part
by standardizing the instruction. That is, all studenti receive the sazne,con-
tient. (Of course if the content is bad 'then a problem still deists). With the
traditional approach the content is ofte,n left,up, to the individuali:aistrtictor.
The problem 'with this is that the intuitions of instructor about hat and
how to teach can vary widely. The resultinAnstructioU may then teach
irrelevant things, or perhaps leay_e_ourthings very important to people's job
performance. Thus, insta ;ray" or variability often occurs in the traditional

instructional proc

he probl that can occur with traditional instruction are illustrated by a
PRDC project (Van Kekerix, Wulfecks& Montague, 1982). An exist-

in& fairly typical, Navy'school was converted to self-study. As part of that
project data was collected on the efficiency and quality of the traditional
course before, any intervention.
NPIDC personnel attended two cycles of the course, and recorded student
engaged time and other observable behaviors found to be significantly related
to the acquisition and' retention of learning (Lienhardt, (977; Cooley &
Lienhardt, 1978; Stalling 1973; Cooley & Lohnes, 1976; Berliner & Rosenshine,
19771 Dunkin, 1978; Slavin, 1980; McKenzie & Henry, 19791-Evertson & Veld-

man, 1981). Seven students were enrolled in the Course during 'these two
cycles, three in one, and four in the other.. The data collected included meas-
ures of student time spent in lectures, laboratory exercises, performance tests,
breaks, and in the laboratory but not actually performing'th exercise. (Only
one system .was available in the laboratory, so students often had to wait for
othets to complete their lab assignment or performance test.) Student

1
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administrative-diutiv, such as visits to the personnel office, were not included

as breaks, bta were included in total day3 enrolled in the course.

In geheral,,,thei,data indicate that' the original course was ineffiCient. First,

instructors were able to deliver instructional content for less than half the

allotted time. Second, .the group-pacing of the course led to inefficient use of

training equipment. This occurred because-only two students could,Work on a

laboratory problem while their classmates had to wait. Therefore, laboratory

equipment was undeE-utilized during lectures, while queuing resulted during

laboratory performance periods., Third students did not spend much of their

available Jime ori-task. ./
6

0

PERCEPTION:

REALITY:

The two Instructor/Subject Matter Experts assighed.to the course attended an

Instructional Quality Inventory (IQI) Workshop to learn IQI analytic tech-

niques. (The IQI is described in Wulfeck, Ellis, Richards, Wood, & Merrill,

1978.) They then performed two IQI analyseiiw ofethe course materials: (1) th;

course learning and enabling objectives were classified into Task/Content

categories and (2) the various instructional materials were rated on the basis

of adequaCy of their coverage of.the-learhing specified in the objectives. The

analyses identified the following deficiencies:

1. The objectives over-emphasized remembering information.

2. No written test materials were avaitable.

N. Many more study questions were needed.

4. Thd instru,tional materials covering use of. the Technical Manual

were incomplete, and provided no practice in ,using the special features

of that manual.
The point of all this is that traditional delivery is no guarantee of instruc-

tional quality or training efficiency.

A poor-cinaltty if -paced course can be resurrected st

"lockstep" delivery.

It should be clear that becauseia)-p oblems with self-paced Navy courses are

due to other factors than self-pacing pe and (b) ,traditional delivery does

not always result in quality, that wholesale caveak5h of self -paeed courses to

traditional delivery is not likely to improve those "coups. If no. curriculum

revisions are made, then conversion will most probdbly result in a further

decrement in quality while_ the courses are perturbed.

y converting to

Conclusion
In this paper, we have tried to make the following points.

1. Self-pacing is misunderstood.

2. Self-p?cing is not the only factor responsige for perceived declines in the quality

of Navy training, and may not be involved at all.

3. Navy training courses have MOO serious problems than their method of delivery. In

fact, how a cotirse is taught is quite a way down on the list of design and develop-

ment concerns. The most important issues ale, (1) is the right knowledge/skill

being taught, (2) is the quality of the instruction and test items sufficient, anti (3)

I are the objectives, test items and instruction all conslitent with one another. How

the instruction is presented is not as serious a concern and is often 'decides

economically rather than pedagogically.

8 .
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4. Traditional deliVery methods will not guarantee instructional quality.

5. All forms of deliver), including self-pacing, have.advantages and disadvantages that
involve complicated trade-offs.

6. There are no simple solutions to the problems of Navy training.

In conclusion, it is- time to recbgnize that training systems are no less complex' than
modern weapons'systems. Like hardware systems, training systems re4uire the same careful
re parch, development, test, and evaluation during their initiation, ,ind the same kind of
attention to preventive and correcti,e maintenance and life-cycle support.

Recgmmendatinn
The Chiif of Naval Education and Training in a letter tp all Commanding Officers in

the Naval Education and Training Command said:
"We all must step back and take a close look at what is going on in our classrooms. It is
not enough ro know whether it is loCkstep, self-paced, CMI or one-on-one laboratory
instruction. We need to assure ourselves that the-teaching and learning going on of the
classrdom level is of the quality required to produce well-trained sailors. If it isn't, then
we al need to work together to make it so."

He further stated:
"I am confident that promising techniques and new technologies do have a major role to
play in support of instruction. But there must be more controlled test and evaluation
which spellx out accompanying training requirements and which develops specific docu-
mentation showing that cost and learning effectiveness standards have been met."

This guidance for how to proceed is well reasoned. Any attempt to effect major changes in
existing instructional systems without the controlled test and evaluation called for by CNET
would be both reckless and co%tly. Specifically, changing a course from-lockstep to self-paced
or vice versa .without sufficient evidefice that the quality of the instruction will' improve

and/or significant cost savings will occur would be counter to CNET's reasoned guidance.
A
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